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The Tacoma is known for its long-term reliability and durability and is one of the most rugged
pickup trucks in the market today. Converting it into an Overlanding vehicle goes on to show
how versatile this truck can be. This particular example is based on the Tacoma TRD Pro, which
in itself comes with a whole lot of off-road equipment. In the standard form, the Tacoma TRD
Pro is offered with skid plates at the front and back, a snorkel, and Fox shocks, to name a few.
However, Toyota has pushed the envelope with this build. A inch Rigid Industries light bar is
mounted atop it. The truck rides on inch Trail Series wheels from Method Race Wheels and are
finished in matte black. This Tacoma also comes with other off-road upgrades, which include:.
Now the truck makes ponies and pound-feet of twist. This example is a nice showcase of the
accessories that can be fitted on the Tacoma. Toyota, a brand known for its deep off-roading
roots and rugged durability, and its Tacoma mid-size pickup formed the perfect foundation for
the 4WD Toyota Owner Magazine Overland-Ready Tacoma. Toyota is using a two-wave reveal
plan, starting with four SEMA debuts with more builds breaking cover in the weeks following its
SEMA presentation. Overlanders leverage their vehicle as the key to their adventure to help
push their journey forward. It is their basecamp and provides them the self-sufficiency and
capability they need to get them to their destination and back. They are passionate about
exploring the outdoors and are at the forefront of nature and getting to experience it all. On the
power side, the team added a Magnuson Superchargers Roots-type TVS blower, increasing
output to horsepower and lbs-ft of torque. Finally, to ensure overlanding explorers have what
they need for days off the grid, the editors fitted the Overland Tacoma with a PowerTank PT10
air compressor, a four-gallon Rotopax fuel storage container, a two-gallon Rotopax water
storage container, a Hi-Lift jack, and a Yakima SkyRise cargo bed tent. More coming soon. This
Tacoma comes with stuff like steel bumpers, rooftop tent, upgraded suspension system, and
increased power outputs amongst other things by Sidd Dhimaan , on November 3, , LISTEN
Sidd Dhimaan. Associate Editor and Truck Expert - sidd topspeed. Sidd joined the Topspeed. He
is currently our pickup truck expert and focuses his attention on heavy-duty and off-road
vehicles. Read More. View the full press release Hide press release. Related Articles. What do
you think? Car Finder:. Toyota Tacoma. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact
Us. Automotive journalist job. Humble little truck or automotive icon? The Tacoma is the
quintessential small pickup, one that's endured over decades of production and millions of
units sold. It has shaped the midsize pickup truck segment and spurred automakers to build
direct competitors. The Toyota Tacoma is the best-selling midsize pickup in the U. It's a
good-looking truck that carries a reputation for quality and reliability. But from behind the
wheel, its appeal fades. It's hard to get comfortable in the cabin due to the cramped, awkward
seating position and firm seat cushioning. Ride quality on standard trims is rough and brittle,
although the fancy off-road suspension on the TRD Pro model smooths things out somewhat.
Driving dynamics are sloppy and unrefined. The engines feel underpowered, the automatic
transmission is often in the wrong gear, and there's significant brake dive. Off-road enthusiasts
will be impressed by the TRD Pro model's trail-ready capabilities. Still, after an epic overlanding
adventure , we decided there are other trucks we prefer. As an everyday driver or work truck,
too, there are better options. The Tacoma's standard engine is a 2. It's paired to a six-speed
manual or automatic transmission. RWD is standard, and 4WD is optional. It's also connected to
a six-speed manual or automatic transmission, with RWD standard and 4WD available. In
MotorTrend testing, Tacomas with this engine and automatic transmission took about 7. It
includes adaptive cruise control, lane-departure warning, automatic emergency braking, and
automatic high-beams. Blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert are optional or
included depending on trim. The Tacoma is available with two bed sizes. The short bed
measures Both beds are Four-cylinder Tacoma models are rated to tow up to 3, pounds. V-6
models equipped with the tow prep package can tow up to 6, pounds in double cab 4WD
configuration, and 6, pounds in access cab RWD configuration. The Tacoma with the highest
payload is the access cab I-4 RWD model, which can haul up to 1, pounds. The base Tacoma is
equipped with a 7. Built-in navigation is optional or included depending on trim, and a wireless
charging pad is available. Base trucks have a four-speaker audio system, and higher-end
models get a six-speaker JBL premium setup. Want to go off-roading in your Tacoma? Consider
a TRD model. The Tacoma TRD Sport gets inch alloy wheels with all-terrain tires, skidplates
under the engine and front suspension, a hood scoop, and a locking rear differential. The
Tacoma TRD Off Road upgrades to inch wheels with bigger tires, off-road-tuned Bilstein
suspension, and electronic locking differential. There's also an inclinometer with pitch and roll
displays inside the cabin. It has inch black-painted wheels with all-terrain tires, Fox internal
bypass shock absorbers, a bigger front skidplate, and TRD exhaust system. An air intake
snorkel is available to help it ford deep water. Improved off-road driving modes and a
front-facing camera assist on tough trails. Plus it's fitted with heated leather seats for a more

upscale feel. If you're not set on a Toyota, also consider the comparison-winning Chevrolet
Colorado. Old is as old does in the Toyota Tacoma. Its ancient underpinnings contribute to
segment-worst performance, technology, and design scores. However, decent fuel economy
and proven reliability are factors, as is a top value ranking. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from
dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Cramped
interior Rough ride quality Poor drivetrain calibration. Expand All What's New. The blacked-out
Nightshade Edition model brings a dark-themed aesthetic The outdoorsy Trail Edition model
offers adventure-ready equipment. How Much Can the Tacoma Tow? Tacoma TRD vs. Scores
can only be compared to other cars in the same class. Performance of Intended Function: How
does a car drive? Does it have enough space for passengers and their stuff? Fuel Economy.
Does the car offer impressive tech for its segment? How well does it work? Are there any
innovative design details? How well will this car hold its value over time? Will it be expensive to
maintain, insure, or repair? IntelliChoice data and research inform this score. All Model Years
Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account.
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Pepperidge Farm remembers. Skydvrr , FFBlack , Rockefelluh and 4 others like this.
SandmanTRD likes this. Might have to sneak it in. Jayg , Dec 25, SandmanTRD and paleh0rse
like this. Can you post subscription info please? Flash , Dec 25, I think it's diesel world that puts
these out. I've only seen this issue, picked it up a few months ago after someone posted about
it. Riotfunk , Dec 26, TT [OP] likes this. JonathanH , Dec 26, TT , Dec 26, Mayonayze , Dec 26,
Lawfarin , Dec 26, The hammer , Dec 26, Skrain , Dec 26, Frankenstuff , Dec 26, In the editors
letter, by Jerry Tsai, on page 8, it refers to the issue as being their premier issue in the first
paragraph. Other magazines with Jerry Tsai as the editor seem to be out quarterly or bimonthly.
So hopefully Yota magazine will release additional issues throughout Cruiser80 , Dec 26,
TomTwo , Dec 26, Show Ignored Content. Seat heater for new Toyota,2 seats,heated seat,for
Toyota,life time warranty. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Black Spline Drive Lug Nuts
12x1. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now.
Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Join thousands of other 4WD Toyota off-road
enthusiasts and learn more about off-roading and customizing your Toyota! Make sure you
include your address. Step-by-step installation, lots of photos, and in-depth discussion. Know
quality and how the parts perform before you buy them. From classic Land Cruisers to modern
rigs, we put parts on everything! Modern electronics to busted brakes, we cover your Toyota
from front to rear! We show you the newest products to hit the market and review tons of items
to make your rig perform better, wheel harder, and make your trips more fun. Our editors
routinely bash, abuse and otherwise torture test products and tell you how they performed
under fire. We show you detailed close up looks at the baddest modified Toyota trucks from
around the world. See how others have built their rigs and get ideas about your next build.
Expedition trucks, weekend warriors, badass rock crawlers and everything in
betweenâ€”anything goes! Love overlanding? So do we! Our editors have explored the
Anti-Atlas Mountains of Morocco, Canyonlands, Australia, and many other world-class offroad
destinations. We cover expedition parts, trucks, and trip coverage in every issue! Subscribe
Now! Never miss a subscription with automatic renewal! Your subscription will automatically
renew after 1 year. You can cancel future renewals anytime. Your Canadian subscription will
renew after 1 year. One year subscription mailed anywhere in the world. Your subscription will
automatically renew each year. To see our issues available for download please click here. Box ,
Gig Harbor, WA Questions on subscribing or your current subscription? Please read our
Frequently Asked Questions page by clicking here. United States Subscriptions. Canadian
Subscriptions. Worldwide Subscriptions. Support Our Advertisers. Toyota is used in the title of
this magazine solely to identify the subject of interest to the Magazine. SEMA , the new fully
Online version of the most exciting automotive event of the year kicked off today. As always,
our attenion is focused on the Toyota press conference, and even though this year the event is
virtual, the first Toyota announcement did not disappoint. Since all of the normal events our
team would cover were cancelled in , our team decided it was time to explore some of Central
Colorado's most amazing scenery as a group. For many of our crew, this is the first time we
were all able to explore together. It was the 3rd week of August and I was confused. I was
standing outside of a gas station in the town of Fairplay, COâ€¦and I was freezing. Packing
winter weather gear never crossed my mindâ€”because it was August. I scrambled inside the
gas station in hopes of finding a sweatshirt or something to provide an additional layer. My
sweatshirt and rain jacket would have to suffice, as the gas station sweatshirt inventory lacked

sizes for a Texan addicted to Whataburger. And while we hope all orders related to social
distancing are lifted in the near future, a new conversation is taking place regarding the benefits
of not coming into the office for work, commonly referred to as telecommuting or
remote-working. Specifically: remote working doesn't have to be from home. Part Two of the
Toyota teams from the Rebelle Rally is focused on the final four teamsâ€”Teams , , , and
Following all the Rebelle Toyota teams was an experience that I still sometimes have trouble
describing. This Tacoma build started with the decision to sell my 4Runner, which I had been
building up over the past 10 years. After committing to part ways with it, I began building out
the Tacoma in my mind. What I had to work with was already a highly capable truck: TRD Pro
Tacomaâ€”minus the tires since Toyota put some real tires on this truck. I wanted it to be
lightweight. In fact that, was the biggest objective with this build. I opted to go with as much
aluminum as I could. One reason I chose to go with a Tacoma vs 5th gen 4Runner is I wanted to
have more space and just something a little different than the previous build. Another reason is
because I wanted a camper setup. Other members of the TCT staff have attended these events
because the locale was usually closer to the staff members residing out West. Home Issues
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